The Blue Planet – An Introduction to Earth System Science
(GEOL1230/CRN25202)
MW 9:30 -10:20 pm
Geological Sciences Building #123
Instructor:
Dr. Jie (Gail) Xu, 319 Geological Sciences, jxu2@utep.edu
Office hours: Friday 13:30-15:30 or by appointment
Textbook:
The Blue Planet: An Introduction to Earth System Science, 3rd edition, Skinner and Murck (ISBN
9780471236436)
Course Description:
This introductory course is designed to be a survey of various areas that fall under the umbrella
of Earth system science. The lectures will cover six major parts of the Earth system: including
the atmosphere (climate and weather), the hydrosphere (water cycles), the geosphere (plate
tectonics, earthquakes & volcanoes, and rock cycles), the biosphere (life cycles and ecology),
and the anthroposphere (resources and energy to sustain the human world).
Learning Goals:
Upon successful completion of this course, I don’t expect all of you to become a walking
encyclopedia of Earth (which is the best case), but I do expect you to
Knowledge-wise
● Comprehend the consideration of Earth as a system and all relevant concepts
● Understand what the various “spheres” refer to and how they work with each other to make
Earth the current “Blue Habitable Planet” as we view it
● Better understand the impact of Earth systems on the human society and vice versa, i.e.,
geological hazards, global environmental issues, and use and conservation of Earth's energy and
resources
Skill-wise
● Grow in scientific reasoning skills involving inquiry, evidence evaluation, inference and
argumentation that support the formation and modification of concepts and theories about the
natural and social worlds
● Be effective communicators of scientific information in oral, graphical, and spatial forms.
Grading Policies:
The final grade will be composed of the following components. Extra credits options will also be
available and posted on Blackboard. These extra-credit options are designed to encourage you
find more about current environmental and global issues that are rooted in Earth system science.
One final exam (35%)
Two mid-terms (15%×2)

In-class quizzes (30%)
Participation (5%)
> 90% - A; 89-80% - B; 79-70% - C, 69-60% - D; < 60% - F.
● There will be one final exam and two midterms, which together count towards 65% of the
final grade. The format for these tests will be multiple-choice questions.
● For each class, we will try to have 1-2 in-class quizzes. A laptop, tablet or smartphone is
required to participate in these quizzes (laptops can be loaned through the library service). Inclass quizzes will count towards 30% of your final grade. From all the quizzes in the semester,
one-quarter of the quizzes will not be considered for the final grade. Do not worry too much if
you have to miss some, as 25% of the (low) scores will be dropped.
● Most homework will be reading assignments of the course text and news articles. Successful
completion of these tasks will be necessary for fully understanding the context of in-class
discussions and quizzes.
● 5% of the final grade will be based on participation in forums and polls posted on the
blackboard site.
● Exam policy: No make-up exams will be given for reasons other than critical illness
(documentation required), official University businesses (instructor’s prior approval and
documentation required) or extreme emergencies (documentation required).
● Honor codes: academic integrity is the fundament principle for all UTEP students, staff and
faculty. Refer to the UTEP Student Handbook where scholastic dishonesty is defined
(http://sa.utep.edu/osccr/academic-integrity/). Proven violations of these detailed regulations may
result in any of the consequences outlined in the Handbook.
Drop date:
The UTEP Spring 2017 drop deadline is March 30, 2017. Any drop requests after this date will
not be approved by the College of Science.
Incomplete grades:
All grades of Incomplete (I) must be accompanied by an Incomplete Contract that has been
signed by the instructor of record, student, departmental chair, and the dean. Although UTEP
will allow a maximum of one year to complete this contract, the College of Science requests it be
limited to one month based upon completion data. An grade of Incompletion is only used in
exceptional circumstances.
Students with Disabilities:
If you have a disability and may need accommodations in this class you are encouraged to
contact the Center for Accommodations and Support Services (CASS) at 915-747-5148 or
cass@utep.edu within the first two weeks of class. Here is the link to the resources available to
students with disabilities http://admin.utep.edu/Default.aspx?tabid=61021&submenuheader=2.
Military Service:
If you are a military student with the potential of being called into military service and/or
training during the course of the semester you are encouraged to contact the instructor regarding
these matters.
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Topics

Class References

Introduction, Logistics, Earth systems

Ch 1, handouts

Energy, Matter, and Time

Ch 2, 3, 4

Dynamic Solid Earth

Ch 5

Earthquakes and Volcanoes

Ch 6

Rock Cycle

Ch 7

The Liquid Earth: Hydrologic Cycle
Mid-Term 1
Ice and Oceans

Ch 8
Ch 9, 10

The Atmosphere

Ch 11

Spring Break – No Class
Wind and Weather

Ch 12

Climate

Ch 13, handouts

Mid-Term 2
Life on Earth

Ch 14

Cycle of life

Ch 15, handouts

Human and the Earth

Ch 17

Mineral and energy resources

Ch 18

The Anthropocene

Ch 19, handouts

Final Exam

The actual schedule may be modified slightly from what is outlined above

What makes THE BLUE PLANET ?

An Introduction to Earth System Science
Spring 2017 M/W 9:30 am
Instructor: Dr. Jie (Gail) Xu
Guest lectures on National Parks & Geological Hazards in the
El Paso‐Juarez region

You need to know the answers whatever majors you are!
Sign up to begin your journey!

